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word search 

APBIO—A.P. Bio was an NBC TV show set in Toledo 

BLADE—the name of Toledo’s hometown newspaper 

CHAMPION—Champion Spark Plug was a Fortune 
500 company founded in 1908 and moved to Toledo 
in 1910 

ERIE—the name of our Great Lake 

GLASSCITY—Toledo’s nickname 

IMAGINATION—Imagination Station is a non-profit 
hands-on science museum located on the Maumee 
riverfront in downtown Toledo 

JAMIEFARR—Jamie Farr, who played Corporal Klinger 
on the television show M*A*S*H, is from Toledo 

JEEP—the Toledo Jeep complex has assembled 
Jeeps since the 1940s 

LIBBEYGLASS—a glass production company 
headquartered in Toledo since 1888 

LUCAS—the name of the county in which Toledo is 
located 

MAUMEE—the name of our river 

METROPARKS—Metroparks Toledo is a system of parks 
and trails connecting people with nature in 
compelling and exciting ways since 1930 

MUDHENS—the name of our Minor League baseball 
team and the feeder team for the Detroit Tigers 

OLDWESTEND—a Toledo neighborhood comprising 
the largest collection of turn-of-the-20th-century 
homes east of the Mississippi 

ROCKETS—the University of Toledo’s intercollegiate 
athletic teams, which compete at the NCAA Division 
1 level of the Mid-American Conference (MAC) 

SCHOONMAKER—the Col. James M. Schoonmaker is 
a retired Great Lakes freighter that makes its home 
on the Toledo riverfront as part of the National 
Museum of the Great Lakes 

SEAGATE—One SeaGate is the distinctive blue-glass 
skyscraper that anchors the Toledo skyline 

TARTA—The Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority is 
Toledo’s urban transit system 

TONYPACKOS—Tony Packo’s Café is an Eastern 
European restaurant and a local fixture frequently 
mentioned by Jamie Farr on the TV show M*A*S*H 

WALLEYE—the name of Toledo’s professional ice 
hockey team 

Complete the puzzle below and email it 
back to us to qualify for a chance to win 
a beautiful Taste of Toledo gift basket!  

In the column to the right you can find a list of some 
words and phrases related to our amazing city, 
Toledo, Ohio! Circle them in the puzzle below and 
email your completed puzzle back to us, and we will 
enter your name into a drawing for a beautiful Taste 
of Toledo gift basket filled with tasty treats made right 
here in Toledo. Email your completed puzzle to 
terry.vernier@TheEA.org. 

Ready . . . set . . . SEARCH! 


